no pretenses that our manifest destiny is to civilize and
organize wilderness?
I think the Chinese word, sharawadgi, a word of
questionable origin meaning someth ing like "random,"
"irregular," or just "flavor of the wild," is useful in describing a certain representational relationship with nature.
William Kent, also mentioned by Mara, drew the
compliment as one who "first leaped the fence and saw
that all of nature was a garden."
I can't help thinking that in England, this tension
with the natural was carried over from the century
before, familiar to those who knew the social contract
theories of Hobbes and Locke, who pointed to the state
of nature, a pre- or rather non-government situation,
where different conceptions of human nature were

subjects of a variety of gedanken experiments with
political ends in mind . And here, it was nothing less
than the Americas that served as a novel example and
as convincing evidence of nature's inexhaustible
quantity and infinite potential. Thus, I think it could be
said, that Chinese gardens as microcosms of nature
and embodiments as an out-of-doors artistic embodiment of natural was there and willing to be absorbed by
certain segments of English wealth and power.
I hope that these remarks have been helpful in
expanding upon Mara Miller and Victoria Siu's fine
papers, Thank you.
Contact: David Goldblatt, Denison University, Granville,
OH 43023;Tel.: 614/587-6206; Fax: 614/587-6417;
<goldblatt@denison.edu>

INDIVIDUAL DONATIONS TO ASIANetwork
Donations
ASIANetwork needs tangible evidence of the
confidence faculty members at member institutions
place in its mission, activities, and opportunities, and
toward this end the ASIANetwork Board invites individual contributions that will enable the healthy continuation of the consortium.
While such contributions in fact are necessary as
income toward sustaining ASIANetwork operations,
their more important function would be twofold, as
follows: (1) to show foundations and other sources of
grants that the membership really believes in the
organization and {2) to bolster the tax-exempt status of
ASIANetwork by showing, with absolute clarity, that it
has the support of its "public."

Please consider sending a check to ASIANetwork
on an annual or semiannual basis. While any amount is
important and most welcome, one possibility is to give
at the rate of $40 or $25 (or in increments of $40 or
$25). All contributions are tax deductible and will
directly advance the role of ASIANetwork in promoting
the study of Asia in undergraduate liberal arts education.
Your check (payable to ASIANetwork) for any
amount as a tax-deductible donation to ASIANetwork
should go to Marianna McJimsey, ASIANetwork
Executive Director, The Colorado College, 14 East
Cache La Poudre, Colorado Springs, CO 80903.
Contributions are tax deductible to the full extent of the
law, and an acknowledgement of receipt of the donation
will be sent to the donor.

MEMBERSHIP INVOICE: September 1, 1998-August 31,1999 Dues

Institutional Members: $200; Affiliate Institutional/Organ izations: $200; Affiliate Individuals : $40
Tax deductible contribution to ASIANetwork: $_ __
Name of Institution :
Institutional ASIANetwork Representative:
Institutional Address:
Telephone No.:
Fax:
E-mail:
Return this form and payment, payable to ASIANetwork, to: Marianna McJimsey, Executive Director,
ASIANetwork, The Colorado College, 14 East Cache La Poudre, Colorado Springs, CO 80903
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